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Dorsneyland Gets Shit Sued Out of It
ORLANDO- In a turn of events foreseen by most legal scholars, Orlando
theme park Dorsneyland got the literal
shit sued out of it in court filings
submitted on Tuesday. The resort
complex, founded by Roy Dorsney, was
found guilty of "transparent plagiarism"
on items ranging from characters, such
as Morkey Mouse and Ronald Duck,
to property names like Pepcot. "We are
just getting fucking reamed," confirmed
Jonathon Fessler, the park's legal counsel.
Dorsney, a former ghost impersonator for Magic Kingdom's Haunted
Mansion ride, made "minimal altera-

In most cases, existing Disney characters were
simply outfitted with a mustache or glasses.

tions" to costumes smuggled out of the park
during his employment. "He gave Chip and
Dale blond wigs but left all the other parts of
the costumes intact" noted one prosecutor.
The legal battle has stalled final
construction on fixtures of Dorsney's park,
including Splish Mountain and Cinderello's
Castle. "We were gonna have Short Hair
Rapunzle and Wall-3 do a big reveal for the
kids," sighed Dorsney. "I was even gonna let
families test the Bozz Lightyear ride."
Financial advisors insist that, violent
copyright infringement aside, Dorsney's
original concepts were "discomforting."
"The only character I didn't recognize was
'Damian the Well-Endowed Aardvark.
The mock-ups I saw were unsettling," said
one man asked to invest. Other projects, he
said, were more banal than the originals.
"The only thing worse than Disney's Hall of
Presidents is Dorsney's Hall of Secretaries
of the Interior. Half of the ride is explaining
what the position even entails."
At press time, Mr. Dorsney announced
he'd resolved long-running disputes over his
flagship park, Borsch Gardens.

Scientists Admit Still No Fucking
Idea How Platypuses Made

GENEVA- Speaking before assembled reporters
on Friday, the world's top scientists announced
they still have no goddamn clue how platypuses are made. “We really thought we’d have
an answer for you guys but these things have
us fucking stumped,” declared head researcher
Margaret Whitaker.
Despite a trove of data on animal reproductory processes, the panel proposed the
platypus exists "in spite, or perhaps because of
God," after decades of fruitless debate. "At one
point someone pitched us on a platypus stork
that drops them in swamps and whatnot and we
still can't tell if he's crazy or a goddamn genius,"
confided Dr. Martina Castro.
The flummoxed team said that after
thousands of diagrams adding animals to other
animals, the math just doesn't check out. "We’ve
crunched the numbers a thousand times on
this one. Each time we ended up with a duck,
a beaver, and one time a snake. Not one time
did we get a shit-sipping platypus," spat medical
expert Jacob Malroney.
All members of the panel dismissed the
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Scientists re-approached the platypus issue after
tabling discussions about "those fucking narwahls."

possibility that existing platypuses are creating new
generations of offspring. "The ones that currently
exist have always existed, possibly pre-dating the
creation of the universe. Like matter, they can be
neither created nor destroyed," whispered one sleepdeprived analyst.
At press time, Whitaker proposed personally going undercover as a platypus to figure out
what the fuck they do all day.
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Area Man Discovered Alive Under
Thousands of Unread Emails

DOVER- According to eyewitness
reports, a Baltimore man was confirmed
alive on Tuesday buried under thousands of unread emails. Experts say it
may take EMS personel days to sift
through Dan Fleming's Gmail and ultimately recover the man from his inbox.
Emergency workers were first
made aware of Mr. Fleming's situation when his partner attempted to
forward him a GIF, to no response." "I
glance over at his phone and the mail
app reads 13,000," Hammond Fleming
recalls with a shudder. "I was worried he
might really be lost in there for good."
Volunteers say the lack of a pattern
inhibits them from tracking Mr. Fleming's vitals. "A flag here and there tells
us he's still breathing, but when the
content flits from a Vineyard Vines
birthday coupon to recipe chains with
his high school chem teacher, there's
no way to infer the guy's priorities."
Frustrated friends and family
members say Fleming has made no
attempt to aid the rescue operation.

“You’d think he’d make an effort to
cull a layer from the top now and again,
so we can see what’s what,” seethed
his sister, Hannah Wheaton. “He told
me all the unread ones were spam but
how could he know that for sure?"
Rare breaks in the search come
arrive in spots where Fleming seemingly began to sort through the messages,
only to stop for months or years at a
time. "Our guys come across pockets

here and there where every Postmates confirmation has been opened,
but then we'll hit thirteen inches
of Amazon Prime recommendations. It's just a mess in there."
At press time, respondents were perplexed by a wall of
messages where Mr. Fleming had
emailed himself several photos
because AirDrop wasn't working.

Experts Recommend Getting Mom's
Attention Before Doing Sick Cannonball

RALEIGH- Citing several developments to previous theories, researchers
at Johns Hopkins on Tuesday recommended making sure Mom is watching
before doing your totally sick cannonball.
"You're going to want to make sure she's
watching even before you start pumpfaking on the diving board guard rails,"
said head clinician Paul McKenna.
Experts in the field stressed not
wasting a triple-duper-special cannonball until your mother has a clear line of
sight to you, with minimal distractions.
"If she's talking with Susan or adjusting
the folding chair there's a good chance
she's not actually watching," cautioned
one expert familiar with the findings.
Though previous studies proposed
waiting for the lifeguard to direct
their focus to the diving platform, new
evidence suggest this isn't crucial. "They
see like a hundred of these a day so their
undivided attention isn't as important
as that of your mom, who doesn't get
this kind of opportunity very often."
Members of the team added that

mom will probably want to see a few
cannonballs in succession to decide
which one she likes best. "Don't deprive
your mother and, to a greater extent,
Susan, of the opportunity to see variations on your signature move," wrote Dr.
McKenna. Other plays to be showcased
could include pretending to not know
where the diving board ends, or having
a colleague pretend to shoot you from
elsewhere in the deep end, he suggested.

In conclusion, McKenna advised,
never settle for less. "Don't let up until
you've gotten at least one "wow" or
"big splash" from your mom and any
assembled company, at which point
you can break away for Sharks and
Minnows to show off your speed.
At press time, further trials
had confirmed you should yell
something funny or cool just
before entering the water.
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Birmingham Awarded Best
Straight Bar District in Nation
BIRMINGHAM- In rankings
published by The Family Research
Institution on Friday, Downtown Birmingham was named the
number one straight bar district in
the nation. This marks the first year
the Alabama town beat out both
Colorado Springs and Laredo, typically heavy hitters in the heterosexual watering hole rankings.
"It's nice to be recognized,"
said resident Tim Porter of going
the extra mile in creating social
spaces by, and for, straights. "Every
side-eye by our bouncers and halfmumbled slur from patrons takes
around-the-clock commitment
from our community members."
Managers of the straight-friendly
social scene voiced pride in beating out
rivals across the border in Mississippi.
"Those boys in Southaven gave us a
run for our money this year. They even
hired Kid Rock for a benefit night,"

said business owner Stefani Ames.
John Wilmos, owner of Birmingham's No-Nonsense Saloon, attributes
the win to the town's recent brunch
culture. "Back in September we started
organizing Drag King brunches every
Sunday. For $10 we exclusively serve
Bud-Light Orange while guests are
treated to live performances from
Dane Cook, Kevin Hart, Shane Gillis,
and other famous straight comedians.
Straight couples get entry half-off."
Wilmos acknowledged the social and
political challenges faced by Birmingham
and the nation at large. "We wanted a
specific space where straight men and
women could socialize without feeling
judged or taken advantage of. This space
is open to everyone, but especially them."
At press time, Chik-Fil-A's owners
announced the opening of six new locations in the downtown Birmingham area.

Birmingham is also ranked the top city in the region for "wearing ironic t-shirts"
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We rank the least popular versions
of the world's favorite cancer soda.

10. Mountain Lust
9. Watermelon Stench
8. Gingervitis
7. Lemon Tracheotomy
6. Glacial Enema
5. Darryl Strawberry
4. Beans

3. Polar Enema (lighter blue)
2. Tropical Itch
1. The gold one
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Former "The Voice" judge

Former judge on "The Voice"

"How would I describe my
music? Pop, sure, but it's also
got a bit of a punk streak. I
like to think I can belt out
some power ballads here and
there. Some people say my
voice has a signature whinycroon, but I think it's become
my iconic sound.

"How would I describe my
music? I like to think it's a
bit punk with a power-ballad
streak, but I can handle some
pop here and there. Some
people say my voice has an
iconic croony-whine but I'm
proud that it's my signature
sound.

